In the article is professed superstrong anthropic principle «Existence of life in the Universe is somehow interdependent to the fundamental physical laws depicting the device and behavior by the Universe». James Trefil. The encyclopedia «Nature of science. 200 laws of universe».
number universes there should be a considerable number such, where the organic life is possible. So whether it is necessary to be surprised, what one of these universes, was came to us just right?» From this quotation it is well visible, that the official science already has ceased to content to criteria of science and was turn intoed wanton empty chatter.
Strong anthropic principle asserts, that the origin of life not only is possible, but is foregone. This principle of wide recognition has not received, since consider, that it cannot be tested.
Superstrong anthropic principle. To understand its sense, it is necessary to read all my monography and to comprehend the laws of new physics. Here I shall result in only brief conclusions concerning of anthropic principle. For the Universe is not present neither beginning, nor end, it indefinitely pulses saving eternally not only global constants (electric charge, gravitational constant and other). Eternally there are same positive protons and electrons. Everyone 30 billions of years in the Universe there is a life, including reasonable. Our incredibly far grandparents were same, as well as we (it is possible to assert, as birthmark on a cheek was same). The development and evolution of all components of the Universe is hardly determined and can not by any way deviate the rules. This rules was created not by the god, and laws of the nature and its existed and will exist eternally, therefore it is not sense to set a problem: whence it is all has arised?. In it consists superstrong anthropic principle and it does not require check.
